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Abstract  1 

 2 

Phosphoinositides (PI) are phospholipids that mediate signaling cascades in the cell by 3 

binding to effector proteins. Reversible phosphorylation of the inositol ring at positions 3, 4 4 

and 5 results in the synthesis of seven different phosphoinositides. Each phosphoinositide has 5 

a unique subcellular distribution with a predominant localization in subsets of membranes. 6 

These lipids play a major role in recruiting and regulating the function of proteins at 7 

membrane interfaces [1]. Several bacteria and viruses modulate and exploit the host PI 8 

metabolism to ensure efficient replication and survival. Here, we focus on the roles of cellular 9 

phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate (PI4P) and phosphatidylinositol 4-kinases (PI4Ks) during 10 

the replication cycle of various viruses. It has been well documented that phosphatidylinositol 11 

4-kinase IIIβ (PI4KIIIβ, EC 2.7.1.67) is indispensable for viral RNA replication of several 12 

picornaviruses. Two recruitment strategies were reported: (i) binding and modulation of 13 

GBF1/Arf1 to enhance recruitment of PI4KIIIβ and (ii) interaction with ACBD3 for 14 

recruitment of PI4KIIIβ. PI4KIII has also been demonstrated to be crucial for hepatitis C 15 

virus (HCV) replication. PI4KIII appears to be directly recruited and activated by HCV NS5A 16 

protein to the replication complexes. In contrast to picornaviruses, it is still debated whether 17 

the α or the β isoform is the most important. PI4KIII can be explored as a target for inhibition 18 

of viral replication. The challenge will be to develop highly selective inhibitors for PI4KIIIα 19 

and/or β and to avoid off-target toxicity. 20 

Keywords: PI4KIIIα, PI4KIIIβ, PI4P, viral replication, antiviral target.  21 
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Introduction 1 

 2 

Various viruses have an impact on the host’s lipid metabolism, lipid/membrane transport and 3 

lipid mediated signal transduction. A key class of lipids involved in these cellular processes is 4 

the class of phosphoinositides (PIs). Phosphatidylinositol (PtdIns) is the basic scaffold of the 5 

PIs (Fig. 1). The inositol moiety of PtdIns can be reversible phosphorylated in three of the 6 

five free hydroxyl-groups at positions D3, D4 and D5. Differential phosphorylation can result 7 

into seven different species of PIs that are localized in distinct cellular compartments and, 8 

together with protein factors, define their identity: PtdIns 3-phosphate [PI3P] is found on 9 

early and late endosomes, PI4P at the Golgi complex (Fig. 2) and PI5P at several distinct 10 

subcellular locations [2]; PI(3,4)P2, PI(4,5)P2 (Fig. 2) and PI(3,4,5)P3 are (transiently) located 11 

at the plasma membrane [3;4], and PI(3,5)P2 in the endosome–lysosome axis [5]. Besides the 12 

differential spatial distribution within the cell the PIs are also tightly regulated in time. Both 13 

spatial and temporal regulation is mediated by different PI kinases and phosphatases. Key to 14 

the spatial regulation of PIs are the distinct substrate specificities and differential intracellular 15 

localizations of these enzymes. Hence, specific PI species are confined to similar membrane 16 

compartments as their concomitant kinases, resulting in a distinct spatial distribution of 17 

different PI species in the cell. The temporal regulation of PIs in the cell is ascertained by the 18 

fast catalytic rates of the PI kinases and phosphatases resulting in rapid synthesis or turnover 19 

of PIs in cellular membranes [1]. 20 

PI lipids anchor to the cytoplasmatic leaflet of membranes. Together with small GTPases, PIs 21 

are able to recruit specific downstream effector proteins. In this way, the seven PIs species 22 

directly or indirectly modulate numerous cellular events such as processes (i) that help to 23 

define the identity of cellular organelles [6], (ii) that mediate signal transduction at the cell 24 

surface and (iii) that are involved in the regulation of membrane permeability and traffic. 25 
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Furthermore, PIs are also involved in (iv) the remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton [6], (v) 1 

DNA repair, transcription regulation and RNA dynamics in the nucleus [7] and (vi) processes 2 

that aid cell migration [8]. In addition PIs also take part in (vii) the process of cellular 3 

polarization [6] and (viii) are important for the modulation of the sphingolipid metabolism 4 

[9].  5 

Many pathogens exploit the PIs to harness the cell’s resource for their replication. Many 6 

intracellular bacterial pathogens modulate and exploit PIs to ensure efficient replication and 7 

survival. Different strategies are employed to interfere with the host PI metabolism, including 8 

the production of (i) PI-metabolizing enzymes that directly affect PI levels in the host cell, (ii) 9 

PI-binding (effector) proteins that use PIs as a membrane anchor, and (iii) protein and lipid 10 

factors that recruit, activate or inactivate host cell PI metabolizing enzymes [10]. Modulation 11 

of the PI levels on a pathogen-induced intracellular vesicle can cause a change in the 12 

organelle identity, a process called ‘identity theft’ [11]. Also viruses have been shown to 13 

hijack the host PI metabolism for beneficial replication and survival. In this review, we will 14 

focus on the roles of cellular phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate (PI4P) and 15 

phosphatidylinositol 4-kinases (PI4Ks) during the replication of a number of viruses and 16 

discuss PI4Ks as a potential target for inhibition of viral replication. 17 

 18 

The biology of phosphatidylinositol 4-kinases (PI4K) 19 

 20 

A number of synthetic paths can lead to the formation of PI4P (Fig. 1). Either PtdIns is 21 

phosphorylated by a phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase (PI4K) or by dephosphorylation of 22 

PI(3,4)P2 or PI(4,5)P2 by 5-Pase phosphatases [12]. Currently there are four PI4K isoforms 23 

identified in mammals, subdivided in type II or type III families based on their size, catalytic 24 
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properties of the enzymes [13] and in α/β isoforms based on their domain structure, i.e. type II 1 

PI4Kα and β and type III PI4Kα and β [14]. 2 

Type II PI 4-kinase enzymes (EC 2.7.1.67) are 56-kDa proteins that are abundant in almost all 3 

cellular membranes; they are enriched in plasma membrane preparations. Palmitoylation of 4 

PI4KII not only tethers the enzyme to the membrane, but also modulates the catalytic activity 5 

[15;16]. Moreover the catalytic activity of type II PI 4-kinases is further controlled by means 6 

of phosphorylation [16]. To date the functions of the type II PI4Ks still remains somewhat 7 

elusive. PI4KIIα is the main contributor to the cellular PI4P levels and has probably a role in 8 

post-trans-Golgi network trafficking [17;18] and endocytic traffic [19]. Furthermore recent 9 

studies suggest that PI4KIIα takes part in the regulation of sphingolipid homeostasis through 10 

the lysosomal delivery of β-glucocerebrosidase [20] and is required for the activation of 11 

sphingomyelin synthesis by oxysterol binding protein [21]. A role for PI4KIIα in cancer [22] 12 

and in Akt-activation and apoptosis [23] was also demonstrated. PI4KIIβ is a cytosolic protein 13 

that is recruited to plasma membrane, endoplasmic reticulum, or the Golgi and may have no 14 

role in membrane traffic [24]. 15 

Both type III PI4Ks  and  (EC 2.7.1.67) are not directly bound to membranes as is the case 16 

for PI4KIIs. They share structural similarities with PI3-kinases and are inhibited by relative 17 

high concentrations of PI3K inhibitors (e.g. wortmannin) [13]. PI4KIII has an apparent 18 

molecular weight of 110 kDa and is mainly localized in the Golgi [25] (Fig. 2), but has also 19 

been detected in the nucleus [26], in secretory granules [27] and in synaptic vesicles [28]. 20 

Recruitment of PI4KIIIβ to the Golgi is facilitated by the small GTP-binding protein Arf1 21 

[29] but also by NCS-1 [30;31]. To which extend NCS-1 contributes to the recruitment of 22 

PI4KIIIβ to the Golgi in mammalian cells remains unknown [13]. The enzymatic activity of 23 

PI4KIIIβ can also be modulated by phosphorylation of one or more of its multiple 24 

phosphorylation sites [32]. For example, phosphorylation of Ser258 and Ser266 was shown to 25 
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be important for Golgi recruitment of PI4KIIIβ [14] and phosphorylation of PI4KIIIβ at 1 

Ser268 by protein kinase D (PKD) has shown to be essential for its kinase activity and its 2 

ability to support post-Golgi transport, but was not necessary for Golgi recruitment [33]. 3 

Besides PKD, other kinases can phosphorylate PI4KIIIβ such as proline directed cyclin-4 

dependent protein kinases (like cdc2), cyclic monophosphate-dependent protein kinases 5 

(protein kinase A/G), Ca
2+

/calmodulin-dependent protein kinase, casein kinase II or cyclin-6 

dependent kinases [14]. 7 

PI4K type III alpha (PI4KIIIα) resides predominantly in the ER in mammalian cells [25] (Fig. 8 

2) but can also be found in the pericentriolar area over the Golgi [34] and in the nucleolus 9 

[14]. In the mammalian nervous system PI4KIIIα can be distributed to unique membranous 10 

clusters associated with various organelles such as multivesicular bodies, mitochondria and 11 

the ER [13]. The functional role of PI4KIIIα in the ER in mammalian cells is still not 12 

understood. Recently it was shown that PI4KIIIα is required for the recruitment of GBF1 to 13 

Golgi membranes [35]. The functional role of PI4KIIIα in the plasma membrane of 14 

mammalian cells is better understood. PI4KIIIα takes part in the signaling complex associated 15 

with the P2X7 ion channels; moreover, it may support the Ins(1,4,5)P3–Ca
2+

 signaling cascade 16 

and it is responsible for the production of a plasma membrane pool of PI4P [13]. Based on 17 

potential phosphorylation sites, the cAMP-dependent protein kinase (PKA), protein kinase C, 18 

casein kinase II and protein tyrosine kinases have been suggested to be involved in the 19 

regulation of PI4KIII through phosphorylation [14].  20 

 21 

The physiology of phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate (PI4P) 22 

 23 

Key to the PIs physiological function is their inositol head group that protrudes from the 24 

cytosolic leaflet of cell membranes. Hence, this allows interaction with not only the PI kinases 25 
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and phosphatases, but also with numerous proteins that contain a specific PI-binding domain 1 

that aids in tethering these proteins to the membranes [36]. In case of integral membrane 2 

proteins, PI-binding can induce conformational changes that result in allosteric regulation of 3 

these proteins [37]. There exist a myriad of PI-binding proteins belonging to all kinds of 4 

protein categories [38]. Specific PI4P-binding proteins are for example (i) clathrin adaptors 5 

(i.e. adaptor protein complex 1, AP1; gamma-ear-containing, ADP-ribosylation factor-binding 6 

proteins, GGAs; and epsinR), (ii) lipid-transfer proteins (the four-phosphate-adaptor proteins, 7 

FAPPs; the ceramide transport protein, CERT; and the oxysterol-binding protein, OSBP) and 8 

(iii) the GOLPH3 protein that modulates Golgi function according to the cell’s metabolism  9 

[37]. The PI affinity of PI-binding proteins is however low; requiring other interactions with 10 

membrane-proteins or membrane-associated small GTPases of the RAB protein family or 11 

Arf1 in order to stabilize this interaction [39]. For example AP1, the GGAs, FAPP1 and 12 

FAPP2 bind in addition to PI4P also to the small GTPase Arf1. This dual recognition ensures 13 

the correct recruitment of these PI4P-binding proteins specifically to the trans compartments 14 

of the Golgi complex. For other cellular organelles and membrane domains similar 15 

combinatorial recognition mechanisms exist that determine their uniqueness or identity [11]. 16 

As reviewed in [37] PI4P is involved in (i) the architecture of the Golgi complex and its 17 

function, (ii) sorting of cargo at the trans Golgi network and (iii) consecutive transport from 18 

the Golgi to the plasma membrane. Furthermore PI4P is important in sphingomyelin synthesis 19 

[40]. De novo sphingolipid synthesis starts at the cytosolic leaflet of the ER where different 20 

ceramides are synthesized de novo, and finalizes at the Golgi network. To this end, newly 21 

synthesized ceramides are transported from the ER by vesicles or by the PI4P-binding protein 22 

CERT.  23 

 24 

The role of PI4Ks in the life cycle of hepatitis C virus  25 
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 1 

Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is the sole member of the Hepacivirus genus within the Flaviviridae 2 

family, a group of enveloped, single-stranded positive-sense RNA viruses. With worldwide 3 

170 million persons chronically infected that are at high risk of developing liver cirrhosis and 4 

cancer, HCV represents a major health burden. Several positive RNA viruses such as 5 

flaviviruses and picornaviruses drastically remodel intracellular membranes to generate 6 

specialized environments for RNA replication. For HCV, these remodeled replication 7 

membranes seem to be derived of the endoplasmic reticulum (ER) and are referred to as the 8 

‘membranous web’ [41]. The formation of the membranous web is induced by the HCV 9 

NS4B protein. In addition, some host factors were shown to be indispensable for the integrity 10 

of the membranous web. Such an essential HCV host factor that has been identified across 11 

numerous studies is phosphatidylinositol kinase-4 α (PI4KIIIα) [42-48] (Table 1, Fig. 2). 12 

The requirement of PI4KIIIα kinase activity for efficient HCV replication was first observed 13 

in 2009 by several independent siRNA-based screenings [43-47], despite of differences in 14 

experimental set-up (different genotypes, replicon vs. infectious virus) and analysis. Later 15 

studies confirmed that PI4KIIIα is indispensable for HCV replication, more in particular for 16 

the structural integrity of the membranous HCV replication complex. Silencing of PI4KIIIα 17 

expression led to the formation of abnormal NS5A clusters. PI4KIIIα is actively recruited by 18 

HCV NS5A to the HCV replication complexes. This interaction occurs between domain I of 19 

NS5A and amino acids 400-600 of PI4KIIIα [49]. More recently, the required NS5A amino 20 

acids for interaction with PI4KIIIα were assigned to the C-terminal end of domain I [50]. The 21 

enzymatic activity of the lipid kinase is required for HCV replication, as shown by rescue 22 

experiments in PI4KIIIα knockdown cell lines with wild-type or a kinase-dead mutant of the 23 

enzyme [42]. Interestingly, the kinase activity of PI4KIIIα has also been shown to be 24 

enhanced by the interaction with NS5A [42]. At the level of the membranes of HCV 25 
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replication complexes, PI4KIIIα induces a massive accumulation of PI4P lipids. This was 1 

confirmed in infected liver tissues obtained from HCV-infected patients [42].  2 

At present however, conflicting reports exist as to which specific isoform of PI4KIII (α/β) is 3 

required for HCV replication. In most publications PI4KIIIα is designated as the essential 4 

isoform for HCV (Table 1). However, in some siRNA screens also PI4KIIIβ emerged as an 5 

indispensable host factor for HCV replication [46;47]. This dependency on PI4KIIIβ seemed 6 

to be associated with HCV genotype 1. Nonetheless, recent reports indicate a role for 7 

PI4KIIIβ in HCV genotype 2 as well [51-53]. The question remains as to how essential this 8 

isoform is for HCV replication. Tai and colleagues demonstrated that PI4KIIIβ shRNAs 9 

inhibit JFH-1 replication in a dose-dependent manner but do not cause any alterations in 10 

membranous web morphology [52]. They therefore concluded that the PI4P enrichment at the 11 

membranous web is due to PI4KIIIα activity and does not require PI4KIIIβ. In contrast, in 12 

another recent study, PI4KIIIβ was found to be essential for JFH-1 HCV replication [53]. 13 

Moreover, the vesicular transport proteins ARF1 and GBF1 colocalized with PI4KIIIβ and 14 

were both required for HCV replication as shown by siRNA knockdown experiments. 15 

Interestingly, these transport proteins are also indispensable for enterovirus replication (cf. 16 

infra). More studies are obviously required to elucidate this matter.  17 

The reason why HCV hijacks PI4KIIIα for its replication remains to be clarified. One 18 

hypothesis is that HCV recruits PI4KIIIα to generate a microenvironment of PI4P lipids at the 19 

replication complexes. The function of these PI4P lipids is not clear yet. It was shown that 20 

PI4P lipids can locally change membrane curvature [54]. PI4P lipid enriched membranes 21 

could therefore generate high-curvature membrane pockets to protect viral proteins and RNA 22 

from host defense [55]. On the other hand, PI4P lipids may provide binding sites to 23 

concentrate viral/host proteins at the membranous web for efficient viral RNA synthesis. 24 

Several PI4P binding host proteins such as OSBP1 and CERT were previously identified as 25 
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host factors for HCV replication [56;57]. Alternatively, HCV proteins may also be able to 1 

bind PI4P lipids. Although HCV proteins do not contain any canonical PIP-binding motifs, a 2 

number of non-predicted PIP-binding proteins have been identified experimentally, such as 3 

the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase of poliovirus [51;58]. Further studies are therefore 4 

required to determine the importance of PI4P accumulation at the HCV replication 5 

complexes. Another recent hypothesis is that PI4KIIIα influences the modulation of HCV 6 

NS5A phosphorylation, by supporting p56 synthesis and thereby stimulating RNA replication 7 

[50] (Fig. 2). NS5A is modified by phosphorylation giving rise to a basally (NS5Ap56) and a 8 

hyperphosphorylated variant (NS5Ap58). It is believed that p56 and p58 are involved in the 9 

regulation of the viral replication cycle by favoring RNA replication or assembly, 10 

respectively. Loss of PI4KIIIα interaction and RNA replication correlated with increased 11 

levels of p58, suggesting that PI4KIIIα might be involved in the regulation of NS5A 12 

phosphorylation. Overexpression and knockdown of PI4KIIIα resulted in relatively increased 13 

or decreased portions of NS5Ap56, respectively [50]. It remains to be elucidated whether 14 

NS5A phosphorylation is directly or indirectly modulated by PI4KIIIα. 15 

PI4KIIIs are not only involved in HCV replication, some studies indicate that they play a role 16 

in other steps in HCV infection. PI4KIIIα and β were suggested to be essential for the 17 

internalization step of HCV [46]. This dependency seemed to be influenced by the particular 18 

genotype of HCV pseudoparticle (HCVpp). Although PI4P is a precursor of PI(4,5)P2 that 19 

recruits proteins required for clathrin-mediated endocytosis (CME), the inhibition of HCV 20 

entry observed during PI4KIIIα and β knockdown seemed unrelated to a disruption of CME. 21 

Indeed the endocytosis of labeled transferrin was not inferred. Silencing of PI4KIIIα or β did 22 

not affect the surface expression of the CD-81 and SR-BI receptor, suggesting that transport 23 

of membrane proteins at the cell surface was not disrupted. Other studies showed however no 24 
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effect on HCVpp entry in Huh 7.5 cells when PI4K genes were silenced with pooled or 1 

individual siRNAs [42;43].  2 

By a combined approach of RNAi analysis of host factors and live cell imaging of HCV core 3 

trafficking PI4KIIIβ was recently identified as a host factor that is both required for infectious 4 

HCV release and co-traffics with HCV core [59]. Also other components of the secretory 5 

pathway were identified by this strategy, such as Rab11A, SAR1A and others. Knockdown of 6 

PI4KIIIβ by siRNA resulted in 90% inhibition of HCV infection. By quantifying the effects 7 

on core movements in the presence of PIK93 the role of PI4KIIIβ in the exit from the Golgi in 8 

core trafficking was assessed. Treatment with 0.5 µM PIK93, a concentration specifically 9 

inhibiting PI4KIIIβ, reduced the average velocity of motile core puncta. Furthermore, 10 

silencing of PI4KIIIβ decreased localization of core with VAMP1 (vesicular associated 11 

membrane protein 1) [59], a cofactor in the release of infectious HCV particles also identified 12 

in the RNAi screen. These data suggest that PI4KIIIs can be involved in different steps of the 13 

viral life cycle. 14 

 15 

The role of PI4Ks in picornavirus replication 16 

 17 

The family of the Picornaviridae is a group of non-enveloped, single-stranded positive-sense 18 

RNA viruses. Picornaviruses include many important human pathogens as well as for 19 

animals, such as poliovirus, enterovirus 71, rhinoviruses [enteroviruses], hepatitis A virus 20 

[hepatovirus], and foot-and-mouth disease virus [aphtovirus]. Picornaviruses rely on host 21 

intracellular membranes for replication. These replication membranes appear to originate 22 

from the ER, as is the case for HCV. Cellular factors are believed to be essential for this 23 

membrane reorganization. Many studies have demonstrated the involvement of Arf1 (ADP-24 

ribosylation factor 1) and GBF1 (Golgi-specific Brefeldin A resistance factor 1) in the 25 
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replication of enteroviruses [60;61]. Recently, host factor PI4KIIIβ was also shown to be 1 

required for viral RNA replication of multiple picornaviruses [51;62;63] (Fig. 2). 2 

In 2010, Hsu and colleagues demonstrated in an elegant study how enteroviruses (such as 3 

poliovirus and Coxsackievirus) remodel the host secretory pathway to generate replication 4 

organelles [51] (Fig. 2). As previously mentioned, GBF1 and Arf1 are known host factors for 5 

enteroviral replication. In uninfected mammalian cells, these host proteins are both localized 6 

to the ER and the Golgi apparatus. A major effector of Arf1 at these sites includes PI4KIIIβ. 7 

Immunofluorescence experiments revealed that PI4KIIIβ remained colocalized with Arf1 8 

during enteroviral infection, in contrast to other Arf1 effectors. This colocalization was 9 

dependent on GBF1/Arf1 localization and activity. Furthermore, PI4KIIIβ was shown to 10 

associate with enteroviral proteins 3A, 3AB, 3CD and 3D. Expression of 3A alone enhanced 11 

the membrane recruitment of PI4KIIIβ, but not that of PI4KIIIα. In contrast to HCV, for 12 

which PI4KIIIα was shown to interact with NS5A [42;58], no direct interaction between 3A 13 

and PI4KIIIβ was observed [64]. 3A was however shown to bind directly with GBF1. As also 14 

observed for HCV, enterovirus infection stimulates the synthesis of PI4P lipids at the level of 15 

the replication complexes. A substantial fraction of these PI4P lipids were a product of 16 

PI4KIIIβ activity. Interestingly, protein-lipid overlay studies suggested that the enteroviral 17 

3D
pol

 RNA polymerase can preferentially bind to PI4P lipids [51]. Based on these findings, a 18 

model was proposed for the reorganization of the secretory pathway in enterovirus infections. 19 

Membrane-bound 3A proteins bind and modulate GBF1/Arf1 to enhance the recruitment of 20 

PI4KIIIβ to membranes. There the synthesis of PI4P lipids is catalyzed, resulting in a PI4P-21 

enriched membrane microenvironment. This PI4P lipid-rich microenvironment will, in turn, 22 

enhance the recruitment of the RNA-dependent RNA polymerase 3D
pol

. 3D
pol

 will then, as a 23 

part of the replication complex, initiate RNA synthesis at these membranes [51].  24 
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More recently, it was shown that the Aichi virus, another picornavirus belonging to the genus 1 

of Kobuviruses, also requires PI4KIIIβ for its RNA replication [62;63] (Fig. 2). Intriguingly, 2 

the Aichi virus adopts a different strategy to recruit PI4KIIIβ to the viral replication sites from 3 

that used by other enteroviruses. The recruitment of PI4KIIIβ to the Aichi virus replication 4 

complexes was not dependent on GBF1/Arf1, but relied on interaction with the Golgi protein 5 

ACBD3 (acyl-coenzyme A binding domain protein 3). The ACBD3 protein is involved in the 6 

maintenance of the Golgi apparatus structure. Its localization to the Golgi occurs through 7 

interaction with giantin [65]. The Aichi virus non-structural proteins 2B, 2BC, 2C, 3A and 8 

3AB were shown to interact with ACBD3 [62]. The viral protein-binding domain of ACBD3 9 

overlaps with the binding domain for giantin. In addition, it was observed that ACBD3 10 

interacts with PI4KIIIβ. No direct interaction between PI4KIIIβ and the viral proteins was 11 

observed. Interestingly, this study demonstrated that Aichi virus replication is, in contrast to 12 

enterovirus replication, insensitive to brefeldin A (BFA). BFA inactivates GBF1 and therefore 13 

inhibits the binding of GBF1/Arf1 to viral protein 3A. The difference in sensitivity to BFA 14 

between Aichi virus and enteroviruses thus corroborates the observation that these viruses 15 

adopt a different PI4KIIIβ recruitment strategy. Knockdown of ACBD3 or PI4KIIIβ by 16 

siRNA inhibited viral RNA replication by 70% or 99% respectively. PI4KIIIβ was shown to 17 

colocalize with ABCD3 and Aichi virus non-structural proteins at the level of the replication 18 

complexes in the cells. As is the case for enteroviruses and HCV, PI4P lipids were shown to 19 

accumulate in Aichi virus replications sites [62]. Based on these results, the current 20 

hypothesis is that the Aichi virus membrane proteins compete with giantin for binding to 21 

ACBD3 at the Golgi to form the viral protein/ACBD3/PI4KIIIβ complex. ACBD3 has a 22 

double function in this complex. On the one hand, it is able to recruit viral proteins which 23 

results in an increased concentration of the viral proteins at the Golgi. On the other hand, 24 

ACBD3 efficiently recruits PI4KIIIβ to the replication sites which results in a PI4P lipid-25 
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enriched environment [62]. Whether PI4P lipids are able to bind the 3D RNA polymerase of 1 

Aichi virus remains to be elucidated.  2 

The ACBD3-mediated strategy of picornaviruses to recruit PI4KIIIβ was confirmed by 3 

Greninger and colleagues by using a mass spectrometry-based proteomic approach [63] (Fig. 4 

2). They demonstrated that the 3A protein from multiple picornaviruses [including Aichi 5 

virus, bovine kobuvirus, CVB, HRV14, poliovirus], associates with PI4KIIIβ and ACBD3. 6 

The 3A of some picornaviruses did not appear to associate with ACBD3, namely the 7 

cardioviruses and EV71. Surprisingly, despite its insensitivity to BFA, knockdown of GBF1 8 

abolished Aichi viral replication. It is however possible that the replication inhibition is due to 9 

a loss of PI4KIIIβ indirectly caused by a loss of GBF1. Knockdown of ACBD3 did not only 10 

inhibit Aichi virus replication, but also polio virus replication.  11 

Since so far, two different PI4KIIIβ recruitment strategies were observed in the 12 

Picornaviridae family, it will be of interest to explore whether all picornaviruses require 13 

PI4KIIIβ for replication and, if so, how PI4KIIIβ is recruited to the replication complexes.   14 

 15 

PI4Ks as host factor for other viruses 16 

 17 

The first reports on altered PI4K activities by virus infections were published in the 1980s. 18 

Elevated phosphatidylinositol kinase activity was observed in Rous sarcoma virus (an 19 

alpharetrovirus)-transformed cells [66]. This elevation was indirectly enhanced by the 20 

transforming oncoprotein of the virus [67]. Similarly, PI4K activities were increased when 21 

human B cells were infected with Epstein-Barr virus (a DNA herpesvirus) [68]. The 22 

mechanism for the observed increase remained unclear. Also HIV-1 hijacks the 23 

phosphoinositide signaling system [69-71]. Interestingly, PI(4,5)P2 seems the be the major 24 

phosphoinositide involved. PI(4,5)P2 plays a critical role in targeting Gag to the plasma 25 
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membrane. Depletion of PI(4,5)P2 compromises virus assembly and leads to accumulation of 1 

Gag at the membranes of late endosomes and multiple vesicular bodies [69]. Furthermore, it 2 

was found to be largely enriched in HIV-1 virions [70]. Recent studies demonstrate that 3 

PI(4,5)P2 binds directly to the matrix domain of the Gag protein, thereby regulating Gag 4 

localization and assembly at the plasma membrane [71]. In contrast, related phosphoinositides 5 

like PI4P, PI3P, PI5P and PI(3,5)P2 do not bind the matrix domain with substantial affinity. 6 

However, a monoclonal antibody specific to PI4P inhibited infection by two HIV-1 primary 7 

isolates in neutralization assays [72]. This antibody does not directly bind to the target cell 8 

prior to binding of HIV-1, as shown by fluorescence-activated cell sorter analysis. 9 

Notwithstanding, it was hypothesized that this effect is possibly due to a reaction of the 10 

antibody with PI(4,5)P2 during viral assembly and budding. In contrast to HIV-1, the Rous 11 

Sarcoma virus Gag has no specific requirement for PI(4,5)P2 for plasma membrane 12 

association [73]. Depletion of PI(4,5)P2 did not affect the release of virus-like particles nor the 13 

membrane localization of Gag. Moreover, liposome flotation experiments demonstrated that 14 

Rous Sarcoma virus Gag required acidic lipids for binding but showed no specificity for 15 

PI(4,5)P2. 16 

The replication of West Nile virus (WNV) (genus flavivirus within the family of Flaviviridae 17 

to which also HCV belongs) is independent of PI4P [74]. This is in agreement with the 18 

observation that PI4KIIIα silencing has no effect on Dengue virus (another flavivirus) 19 

replication [42]. WNV infection did not alter the localization of PI4P lipids and no 20 

colocalization of PI4P was observed with dsRNA. Furthermore, no reduction in WNV RNA 21 

replication was observed upon PIK93 treatment. Instead, fatty acids seemed to be required for 22 

viral replication, since inhibition of the fatty acid synthase (FASN) reduced WNV production 23 

and FASN was shown to be localized close to WNV replication complexes in infected cells.  24 
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PI4KIIIβ was shown to be involved in the entry of SARS coronavirus (SARS CoV) [75]. 1 

Silencing of PI4KIIIβ, but not of PI4KIIIα strongly inhibited SARS CoV spike-mediated 2 

entry. Transient transfection of Sac1, a PI phosphatase that converts PI4P lipids back to PI, 3 

reduced SARS CoV entry, indicating that PI4P lipids were essential for viral entry. 4 

Furthermore, it was shown that PI4KIIIβ is not required for virus binding and internalization, 5 

but plays a role at, or before, virus fusion with the late endosomes.  6 

 7 

PI4KIIIs: promising targets for therapeutic intervention? 8 

 9 

As PI4KIIIs are involved in different steps of the life cycle of several viruses, these lipid 10 

kinases represent potential promising targets for the development of inhibitors of viral 11 

replication. Targeting host factors instead of viral proteins is an attractive yet controversial 12 

strategy for antiviral intervention. On the one hand, the barrier to resistance for a host-13 

targeting antiviral (HTA) is apparently lower. On the other hand, inhibition of host factors 14 

may have a higher chance of resulting in toxicity/adverse effects. Moreover, polymorphisms 15 

in a host factor and variant expression levels between patients may be complicating factors. 16 

Feasibility of such antiviral strategies will likely depend on which host factor is targeted and 17 

how the virus and the cell depend on its function(s). Extensive mouse genetic studies were 18 

performed by Boehringer Ingelheim to estimate the potential effect of PI4KIIIα inhibition in 19 

vivo and thus to assess the safety of PI4KIIIα inhibitors [76]. PI4KIIIα knockdown resulted in 20 

a lethal phenotype within 5 days in all mice. Next, a conditional knock-in line was generated 21 

in which a well-folded but enzymatically inactive kinase was induced. Induction of animals 22 

homozygous for the knock-in gene displayed a lethal phenotype similar to, but less dramatic 23 

than observed for the inducible knockdown model. Heterozygous animals in both models 24 
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displayed a less severe phenotype [76]. Follow-up on these results is needed to define the 1 

potential role of PI4KIIIα as a target for therapeutic intervention.  2 

Another major challenge in the development of PI4KIII inhibitors will be to achieve selective 3 

inhibition of PI4KIIIs or even of the isoforms α or β. A commonly used specific inhibitor of 4 

PI4KIIIs is PIK93, a phenylthiazole (Fig. 3). PIK93 was originally developed as an inhibitor 5 

of class I PI3Ks [77]. In in vitro kinase assays PIK93 was found to be about 100-fold more 6 

potent against PI4KIIIβ than against PI4KIIIα and is ineffective against type II PI4Ks (Table 7 

2) [78]. However, PIK93 at higher concentrations also seems to inhibit other PI3Ks. PIK93 8 

was shown to inhibit in vitro picornavirus and HCV replication [47;79;80]. Another inhibitor 9 

of PI4KIIIβ and α is enviroxime [2-amino-1-(isopropylsulfonyl)-6-benzimidazole phenyl 10 

ketone oxime] (Fig. 3). Enviroxime is since long known as an inhibitor of the in vitro 11 

replication of rhinoviruses and enteroviruses (Table 2). Recently, we demonstrated that 12 

enviroxime inhibits HCV subgenomic replicon replication [80]. Picornaviruses that are 13 

resistant to enviroxime carry mutations in protein 3A [81]. The picornavirus protein 3A is a 14 

membrane associated protein that is involved in the formation of the membranous web. Direct 15 

interaction of enviroxime with the 3A protein has not been reported [82]. Clinical trials in 16 

natural and experimentally induced rhinovirus infections in the 80’s produced disappointing 17 

results and the drug was not further developed [83;84]. For decades, it was not clear what the 18 

mechanism was by which enviroxime inhibits the replication of picornaviruses. Recently 19 

Arita and colleagues demonstrated that enviroxime inhibits RNA replication of picornaviruses 20 

by inhibiting PI4KIIIβ [79].  21 

In order to identify highly specific PI4KIIIβ inhibitors, Novartis carried out a small molecule 22 

high throughput screen. Several different chemical molecule classes were identified as 23 

selective inhibitors of PI4KIIIβ [85]. Interestingly, these molecules also strongly inhibited 24 

HCV subgenomic replicons (genotype 1a and 1b) and the JFH-1 virus (genotype 2a) in vitro 25 
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(Table 2). A high barrier to resistance was suggested by the observation of low levels of 1 

resistance following resistance selection with a representative molecule (compound 6) of 2 

more than five weeks. Although other cellular functions of PI4KIIIβ (such as insulin secretion 3 

and regulation of ion channels) seemed to be not perturbed, an unexpected anti-proliferative 4 

effect in lymphocytes impeded the further development of these PI4KIIIβ inhibitors as 5 

antiviral agents for HCV. 6 

Another new class of PI4KIII inhibitors is the class of 4-anilino quinazolines (Fig. 3) that 7 

were first identified as inhibitors of in vitro HCV replication [86]. The target of this class of 8 

molecules was thought to be the viral protein NS5A. However, a molecule prototypical for 9 

this class, AL-9, was recently shown to inhibit purified PI4KIIIα and, to a lesser extent, 10 

PI4KIIIβ (IC50 of 0.57 µM vs. 3.08 µM) (Table 2) [87]. Treatment of Huh 7.5 cells with AL-9 11 

resulted in a gradual decrease of PI4P levels in the plasma membrane, indicating that this 12 

agent inhibits PI4KIIIα in intact cells. On the other hand, AL-9 did not influence the PI4P 13 

levels in the Golgi membrane, suggesting that PI4KIIIβ is not inhibited. In cells expressing 14 

HCV proteins, treatment with AL-9 induced abnormally large clusters of NS5A. It was 15 

therefore proposed that the antiviral effect of 4-anilino quinazolines results from the inhibition 16 

of PI4KIIIα and the consequent depletion of PI4P lipids. Of note, AL-9 was also shown to 17 

inhibit class I PI3K p110α (IC50 of 1.1 µM) and, to a lesser extent, PI3K p110β (IC50 >10 18 

µM). 19 

Elaborating on the results of their siRNA screen which identified PI4KIIIα as a host factor for 20 

HCV [45], Boehringer Ingelheim performed an enzymatic screening in search of specific 21 

PI4KIIIα inhibitors [76]. Cell culture studies with these inhibitors demonstrated that the lipid 22 

kinase activity of PI4KIIIα, rather than protein-protein interactions alone, is essential for HCV 23 

RNA replication (Fig. 3). Of note, these inhibitors exhibited also activity against certain other 24 

lipid kinases (not specified). HCV resistance to this class of inhibitors was mapped to the C-25 
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terminal end of NS4B and the N-terminal domain of NS5A. Because of the mouse genetic 1 

studies mentioned above, work on PI4KIIIα as an anti-HCV drug target was terminated.   2 

 3 

Discussion 4 

 5 

Several viruses are able to hijack the host cell PI4KIIIs in different ways. Viruses can produce 6 

either proteins that recruit and activate PI4KIIIs to the replication complexes or effector 7 

proteins that use PI4P as a membrane anchor. The role of PI4KIIIβ in picornavirus replication 8 

has been relatively well described. The characterization of the role of PI4KIIIα/β in HCV 9 

replication and the identification of HCV/host PI4P-interacting factors provide future 10 

challenges. As pointed out by Lohmann and colleagues it cannot be excluded that the 11 

increased PI4P levels in HCV-infected cells are coincidental and not relevant for HCV 12 

replication. Since a tentative role of PI4KIII in NS5A phosphorylation is suggested (Fig. 2), it 13 

could well be that the NS5A, simultaneously with PI4KIII, recruits protein kinases (cf. supra) 14 

that can phosphorylate NS5A or that both proteins compete for the same protein kinases. This 15 

could result in a modulation of NS5A phosphorylation and the concomitant 16 

assembly/dissociation of HCV replicase complexes [88]. However, protein kinase D, known 17 

to phosphorylate PI4KIIIβ, is a negative regulator of HCV virus particle egress and this effect 18 

was mediated through OSB and CERT [56]. The latter proteins are, as mentioned, essential 19 

for the de novo sphingomyelin synthesis, which was shown to be required for HCV 20 

replication [89]. More in particular virion-associated sphingomyelin is essential for the 21 

infectivity of HCV virions [90]. Recently it was shown that, depending on the genotype, 22 

sphingomyelin can activate the HCV RNA-dependent RNA polymerase [91]. Thus HCV 23 

might exploit PI4KIIIα to curb the sphingomyelin metabolism for its own benefit. As 24 

suggested by Lindenbach, HCV creates an unctuous home to replicate [92]. This home might 25 
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well resemble unique membranous clusters associated with various organelles such as 1 

multivesicular bodies, mitochondria and the ER in the mammalian nervous system [13]. The 2 

manipulation of the PI metabolism and PI distribution by HCV might not be limited to PI4P 3 

and PI4KIII. Findings that show an essential role for Rab5, Rab7 and PI3K [93;94] suggested 4 

an even more extensive manipulation of this system by HCV. 5 

Viruses related to HCV, such as the flaviviruses DENV and WNV do not depend on PI4P for 6 

their replication. For other viruses such as retroviruses, PI4P is clearly linked to the need for 7 

PI(4,5)P2 to target Gag to the plasma membrane. Also EBV seems to require increased PI4K 8 

activities. Surprisingly PI4KIIIβ is required for SARS-CoV entry. It is most interesting that 9 

entirely unrelated viruses, such as HCV, picornaviruses, EBV, retroviruses and coronaviruses 10 

each exploit PI4K by apparently largely unrelated mechanisms. The question remains as to 11 

whether PI4K is a good target for inhibition of viral replication in patients. Knockdown of 12 

PI4KIIIα in mice suggest at least that the enzyme is critical and may thus have liabilities as an 13 

antiviral target. At present, the isoform and target specificity of the known PI4K inhibitors is 14 

far from optimal. It will be of interest to study whether PI4K inhibitors highly specific for one 15 

isoform can be developed and whether these have a sufficient therapeutic window. 16 

Furthermore alternative targeting strategies could be envisioned that do not interfere with the 17 

enzymatic activity of PI4K, possibly resulting in less or no adverse side effects. Indeed the 18 

interface at which PI4K interacts with viral factors such as the picornavirus 3A may be 19 

potentially drugable. 20 
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Table 1. Overview of published studies on the role of PI4KIIIα and β in the HCV life cycle.   

Authors Year PI4KIII isoform  HCV genotype Methods and results 

Trotard  et al. 2009 PI4KIIIα and β 

Replicon 1a, 1b 

HCVpp 1a, 1b, 2a 

HCVcc 2a 

siRNA library screen.  

Genotype dependency:  

-Replication: PI4KIIIα required for 1a, 2a, PI4KIIIβ for 1a 

-Entry: PI4KIIIα required for 1a, PI4KIIIβ for 1a, 1b 

Berger et al. 2009 PI4KIIIα 
Replicon 1b, 2a 

HCVcc 2a 

siRNA library screen, validation by individual siRNAs and microscopy. 

PI4KIIIα is required for HCV replication but not for HCV entry. 

Borawski et al. 2009 PI4KIIIα and β 
Replicon 1a, 1b 

HCVcc 2a 

siRNA library screen. 

Genotype dependency:  

PI4KIIIα: 1a, 1b and 2a; PI4KIIIβ: 1a and 1b 

Tai et al. 2009 PI4KIIIα 
Replicon 1b 

HCVcc 2a 

siRNA library screen, validation by individual siRNAs and microscopy. 

PI4KIIIα is required for HCV replication.  

Vaillancourt et al. 2009 PI4KIIIα Replicon 1a, 1b, 2a 
shRNA library screen, validation by siRNA. 

HCV replication is inhibited by PI4KIIIα silencing (genotype independent). 

Hsu et al. 2010 PI4KIIIβ Replicon 2a 
siRNA knockdown of PI4KIIIα/β.  

Expression of a kinase-dead PI4KIIIβ inhibited HCV replication.  

Reiss et al. 2011 PI4KIIIα 
Replicon 1b, 2a 

HCVcc 2a 

siRNA library screen, validation by individual siRNAs and microscopy. NS5A 

recruits and activates PI4KIIIα. 

Berger et al. 2011 PI4KIIIα HCVcc 2a 
siRNA trans-complementation assay, microscopy, coimmunoprecipitation. 

NS5A enhances PI4KIIIα activity. 

Lim et al. 2011 PI4KIIIα 
Replicon 1b 

HCVcc 2a 
Coimmunoprecipitation (NS5A interacts with PI4KIIIα), siRNA knockdown.  

Tai et al. 2011 PI4KIIIα and β HCVcc 2a 

shRNA knockdown, microscopy.  

PI4KIIIβ silencing inhibits HCV infection but does not disturb HCV 

membranous web formation.  

Coller et al. 2012 PI4KIIIβ                HCVcc 2a 

RNAi analysis of host factors combined with live cell imaging of HCV core 

trafficking.   

PI4KIIIβ seems essential for HCV secretion, not for HCV replication. 

Zhang et al. 2012 PI4KIIIβ HCVcc 2a 
siRNA knockdown of PI4KIIIβ, Sac1 expression and microscopy.   

PI4KIIIβ is required for HCV replication. 

Bianco et al. 2012 PI4KIIIα 
Replicon 1b, 2a 

HCVcc 2a 
AL-9, a specific inhibitor of PI4KIIIα, inhibits HCV replication.  
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Table 2. Summary of the antiviral potency and selectivity of PI4KIII inhibitors. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Nd: not determined; GT: genotype; CVB3: coxsackievirus B3; PV1: poliovirus 1; HRV14: human rhinovirus 14; Cpd: compound; BI: Boehringer Ingelheim. 

 

Molecule 

PIK inhibition (IC50, µM) Viral potency in vitro (EC50, µM) 

PI4KIIIα PI4KIIIβ Other PIKs Picornavirus HCV 

PIK93 1.1 0.019 
Active against some 

PI3Ks of class I, II and III 
0.14 (PV) 0.17 (GT 1b replicon) 

Enviroxime 1.4 0.12 nd 
0.7 (CVB3), 0.19 

(PV1), 0.11 (HRV14) 
0.22 (GT 1b replicon) 

Cpd 6 (Novartis) nd 0.024 nd nd 0.13 (GT 1b replicon) 

AL-9 0.57 3.08 PI3K p110α: 1.1  nd 0.29 (GT 1b replicon) 

Inhibitor A (BI) 0.45 nd nd nd 0.3 (GT 1b replicon) 
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Figure legends 

 

Figure 1. Metabolism reaction that leads to the synthesis of phosphatidylinositol 4-

phosphate and related phosphoinositides.  

PI: phosphoinositol; PI4K: phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase; 4-Pase: phosphatidylinositol 4-

phosphatase; PI3K: phosphatidylinositol 3-kinase; 5-Pase, phosphatidylinositol 5-

phosphatase; PI5K1: phosphatidylinositol 5-kinase; PI4P, phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate; 

PI(3,4)P2: phosphatidylinositol 3,4-biphosphate; PI(4,5)P2: phosphatidylinositol 4,5-

biphosphate. 

 

Figure 2. Overview of the different modes of recruitment of PI4KIIIs to the replication 

complexes of HCV, enteroviruses and the Aichi virus.  

PI: phosphoinositol; PI4P, phosphatidylinositol 4-phosphate; PI(4,5)P2: phosphatidylinositol 

4,5-biphosphate; PI4K: phosphatidylinositol 4-kinase; ERGIC, ER-Golgi intermediate 

compartment.  

 

Figure 3. Structural formulae of PI4KIII inhibitors.  

a. phenylthiazole PIK93, b. enviroxime, c. 4-anilino quinazoline AL-9, d. PI4KIIIα inhibitor 

of Boehringer Ingelheim. 
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Figure 1. 
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Figure 2. 
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Figure 3. 

 


